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On a glorious fall day in 2012, while sitting in a garden graced by a statue of Mother Mary, Gina
Lake heard Mother Mary address her: "You are my beloved child." This began an ongoing
relationship and communication with Mother Mary. Ten Teachings for One World is a message
from Mother Mary to all her beloved children on earth. The teachings are intended to bring us into
closer contact with the peace and love that is our divine nature, which has the ability to transform
our hearts and our world. Mother Mary's gentle wisdom will inspire and assist you in awakening to
the magnificent being that you are.
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First, something positive. I appreciate the lessons the author brings to me via the being of Mary. But
her voice is not that of the historical Mary of Palestine. Rather, it's very much Buddhist and new
age. As a writer, Gina Lake did not get into the mind, emotions and spirituality of Mother Mary but
pretty much stayed in her own philosophy and religion. Still, thanks for the lessons I gleaned out of
this book.

TEN TEACHINGS FOR ONE WORLD is for everyone on a spiritual journey, regardless of where we
are on our paths. The writing is clear and concise from the perspective of beginner's mind, yet fully
open to conscious, mindful depths. Through Mary's voice, Ms. Lake is an instrument who teaches
universally and also raises compelling questions for individual exploration. You are encouraged,
with love, to fully meet the experience of each of these teachings. Some bring a flood of warm

connection with the writer, which continued to remind me of the oneness of our world, while others
provide a portal for some very challenging inner work and opportunities for awakening. Each
teaching, each page of this book is relative and powerful and clear. With the author's non-dualistic
way, her beautiful background and very subtle blending of eastern and western wisdom, and the
fresh clear voice of Mother Mary that she shares so freely, I heartily recommend this wonderful
treasure of a book.

Whether you believe the teachings actually came from Mary or not, the teachings are the main
point. Like the other books she's written this one is also inspiring. But like all books by enlightened
writers, you have to be open and at a point in your life to accept the teachings as a guide to your
own enlightenment. I find books by Gina Lake, Dr. Wayne Dyer, Depak Chopra, Ekert Tolle, Isha
Judd, Sri Nisargadatta Maharaj and other "mystic" writers all point to a central truth, just from
different directions.

One of the best books I read in a long time .Easy to red and follow. I will recommend this book to
anyone who wants peace of mind and peace on earth

I LOVED, LOVED, LOVED this book! It came to me at a time in my life when I really needed to put
aside my humanness and look into my heart! This book more than reinforced my belief that joy,
peace, love, goodness, light, and My Lord will shine through my life as long as I continually work on
keeping my heart open to His words and remembering that I am made up of more than my human
body. As a mother myself, I learned from my mom to look to Mother Mary for comfort and wisdom
when raising my children; I also keep her as my comforting Mother in heaven!

Gina Lake has written a powerful little book . The Ten Teachings in this book all point to Love . The
words are gentle but extremely powerful. I know I will return to this book again and again. Thank
You Gina

One of my favorite authors, Gina Lake, has recently released a book that makes awakening to our
true self more of an approachable process. This book is small and yet mighty in it's ability to guide
us all to the truth of who we really are and how we can find peace and true love while we are living
this human existence. This book condenses down the teachings of such great thought systems as
Buddhism, Christianity, A Course In Miracles, The TAO, and the teachings of the great mystics to

provide a step by step explanation of what and who we really are and how to clear away all the stuff
that gets in the way of being that radiant being.I have read this book twice so far and am very
excited to have it available to those of us who wish to change from caterpillar thinking to butterfly
being. World peace happens one person at a time.

Gina Lake (channeling Mother Mary!) talks about the ego as the enemy that must be conquered,
contrary to other spiritual teachers who enjoin us to love the ego, which is the wounded part of the
self, the way we'd love a little child that simply needs to evolve. What the ego needs is to heal, and
love heals.Besides, this book claims (1) that this world is "unreal" primarily because it is
impermanent; (2) that desires are the reason for our suffering; (3) that thoughts and feelings are
"unreal" as they may be erroneous. These beliefs belong mainly to the Buddhist philosophy, which I
don't totally embrace.I believe from experience that our thoughts, feelings, desires, and faith operate
together non only to create our subjective reality but, if sustained long enough, to create our
objective reality, for better or for worse. The first step of all creation is thought, reinforced by feeling,
desire, and persistent faith. Thoughts are real. They are made of subatomic particles. They form
blueprints in the fourth dimension that start the manifestation process. Since it is impossible for us to
eradicate our thoughts, feelings, and desires but for a few moments at a time, let's keep them pure
and loving while embracing our humanity. It is above all the practice of love that evolves our
souls.Let me finish by mentioning that, in spite of the above comments, there were many passages
in this book that I believed in and truly loved.
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